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Introduction
In 2003 Hoare propounded a grand challenge for verification [13] . Since that time, the initial idea has evolved [16, 26] into a long-term research program with three principal objectives, one of them being the creation of a tool set that provides support for the verification process. The aim of such a tool set would be to produce compatible and comprehensive tools that are able to tackle all of the activities involved, since typically, each of the many verification tools that exist today tend to utilize a single technique, and in most cases they are unable to interact easily with tools belonging to other kits. This more dynamic approach to tools is slowly finding increasing support within the formal development community, with tools such as RODIN [10, 25] and Overture [18, 21] pursuing a more configurable approach.
The creation of the Frog toolkit, the subject of this paper, was principally motivated by the need to mechanically support retrenchment [7, 22, 23] . Retrenchment is an emerging formal technique that can fruitfully be used alongside refinement [2, 11] in the development of systems. The need for Frog to combine retrenchment and refinement meant that a highly configurable approach to the internal structure of the tool was desirable from the outset. Thus Frog 's need for flexibility neatly meets the contemporary trend for configurability and interworking, though it was conceived independently.
Frog is a toolkit supporting the rigorous development of model based specifications, generating proof obligations whose discharge would verify the associated development. Tools exist to support such proof driven model based processes, but they are typically monolithic, resisting the introduction and integration of techniques other than the one they were originally conceived to support. See [3] for an attempt to integrate retrenchment into the B-Toolkit 1 [17, 28] .
So we decided to create a new toolkit that was capable of using a variety of techniques within a single development environment -and which moreover would keep the theory of those techniques distinct from the internals of the tool itself. Thus Frog was intended to be capable of supporting not just techniques like refinement and retrenchment as currently conceived, but to be fully configurable and extendable, so that it would support experimentation in the nature of the relationship between models. We sought therefore to produce a mechanizable framework where the shape of the models in a specification, and the relationships between those model, were fully manipulable. This paper describes such a framework.
A Construct-based Specification Syntax
Frog uses the notion of a construct to refer to an entity that specifies either a machine or a relationship between machines. We define a state transition machine to be a representation of some part of a system's behaviour that can be combined with other machines to specify a complete system (similar to that of an abstract machine in the B-Method [1] ). We define a relationship to be a formal description of the way in which two machines' behaviour relates.
We use a simple syntax (which we will discuss in more detail below) to describe our constructs and leverage the Z notation [24, 27] to specify the behaviour of those constructs. An example of a machine with a single state variable and an operation to increment that variable is shown below.
As our system stipulates that constructs must be configurable, we need to specify that we are using a machine and also the particular configuration used in this instance. The 'TYPE' clause is used to indicate a construct's configuration; in this instance simpleMachine. The only other clause of notable interest is the 'SECTION' clause that allows us to take advantage of Z's section structuring, and declare one or more parent sections for our construct. As with standard Z this permits us to use the variables defined in that section; here we use the standard mathematical toolkit as described in Appendix A of [14] .
Frog-CCL
We now present a meta-language, Frog-CCL, for describing the configuration of a machine or a relationship. We decided that the first generation of our language should be as simple as possible, whilst providing a great deal of flexibility. We restricted the options so that the configuration for a construct would involve a declaration of its contents and instructions on how to use those contents to create its proof obligations. In the future we may desire to incorporate more intricate options in configurations. For example, we may wish to configure a machine similar to the implementation machine of the B-Method and enforce a restriction that the machine must be a refinement of another and cannot be further refined. We did not feel that this level of detail would be required in our first iteration, but have attempted to make the definition as extensible as possible.
Syntax
In the syntax of Frog-CCL (the grammar for this language can be found in [12] ), a construct's configuration has three constituents. Firstly, we define the clauses that belong to the construct. These clauses will hold the content of the construct and may, for example, represent its state or its initialization. Secondly, we define the operation environments belonging to the construct. Each environment will contain related clauses that define behaviour at a sub-construct level. For instance, we may have an operation environment that describes the operations of a machine or the ramifications of a retrenchment. The final part of a construct's configuration is the generic proof obligations that instruct a tool how to generate the specific proof obligations for an instance of that construct. An example of the configuration for a simple machine is given below. The first section of our configuration describes the available clauses. Each clause has a number of attributes most of which are self-explanatory. The 'LEVEL' attribute indicates whether a clause is used at the construct level (in which case we use the keyword 'MACHINE') or is specific to an operation environment (in which case we use the name of the required operation environment). In our example we have clauses to store the state of a machine and to initialize that state at the construct level. We then define a number of clauses to be used to form an operation, these define the inputs and outputs of the operation and its pre and postconditions. Of interest is the 'RELATION' attribute. It is used to both indicate the variables that are within the scope of the clause and also the signature of the relation produced when the clause is used in a proof obligation. When configuring a machine we can refer to the clauses of the machine, with a relationship we can refer to the clauses of both machines involved in that relationship. If a clause name is used within the relation attribute, and is decorated with an apostrophe we also decorate all of its variables likewise 2 . We will discuss the use of the 'RELATION' attribute in generating proof obligations below.
Each construct can also have a number of operation environments, each of which again has a number of attributes. In our example we use an operation environment to perform an operation on the state of a machine. The operation environment itself needs little configuration and is used principally as a container.
Finally, each construct will also have a number of proof obligation configurations, the first part of which specifies the level of the proof obligation. Construct level proof obligations will be instantiated once for every construct. Operation level proof obligations will be instantiated once for every valid operation environment. The second part is a specification of the proof obligation itself. We provide a basic, ASCII syntax for creating theorems that can express the proof obligation. This syntax is best understood by examining how the configuration is used to create the specific proof obligations for an instance of a construct.
Generating Proof Obligations
The first stage of instantiating the generic proof obligations of a configuration is to create an instance of each construct level proof obligation and one instance, per operation environment, for every operation level proof obligation. When generating proof obligations for relationships, we generate an instance of each operation level proof obligation for every matching pair of operations (a matching pair is considered to be one where the names of the operations are identical in both source and target machine). We then use the specification of the construct instance to create relations that replace the clause references in the generic proof obligations. If there are clauses that are used in the generic proof obligation, but are not defined in the specification of the construct instance, we must then eliminate the references to these clauses in our specific proof obligation.
We will illustrate this process through an example. Consider the machine myNumberMachine alongside the simpleMachine configuration that we presented in section 3.1.
Construct Level Proof Obligations. Our configuration states that we have a single construct level proof obligation which we can present in the Z notation as follows.
Each clause in the generic proof obligation is substituted with its equivalent relation. Woodcock and Davies [27] describe how we can translate between the language of schemas and relations. The substitution process therefore, involves two steps: creating the schema from the clause, and creating the relation from the resultant schema.
Consider first the generation of the relation for the state clause of our example machine. We examine first the relation attribute of the clause to determine the shape of the relation we wish to produce. In this instance, we require the variables of the state clause to be included in our relation. Hence, the relation we require is of the form described below, {state schema • θstate schema} where the state schema is the schema produced from the state clause. To create the schema that represents the state clause, we first need to examine the relation attribute for the clause. As the clause is self-referencing we do not need to import variables from any other clauses. We then determine that the content of the state clause is itself a schema. The schema for the state clause is as follows.
state schema == [a : N]
We can then substitute the definition of state schema into our relation definition and resolve the binding construction expression, giving us a final relation as follows.
The final a is, of course, superfluous as the set comprehension is characteristic. We will, therefore, omit the final variable list in future examples. We can now substitute our relational definition of the state clause into our proof obligation, as shown below.
Consider now the generation of the relation for the initialization clause of the example machine. Again, we look first at the relation attribute and determine that the relation requires the variables of the state clause. The relation we require is described below.
{initialization schema • θstate schema} Again, the initialization schema is the schema produced from the initialization clause and the state schema is the schema we generated previously. To create the schema for the initialization clause we once again reference its relation attribute, which states that we will import the variables of the state clause. Therefore, the schema of the state clause is incorporated into our new schema's declaration.
We can then substitute our schema definitions into our relation definition and resolve the binding construction, giving a final relation definition as follows.
We can now create the required proof obligation for our specification by replacing the instance of the initialization clause with its relational definition, as shown below.
Operation Level Proof Obligations. We only have one operation environment in our machine specification and two operation level proof obligations in our configuration so we create an instance of each generic proof obligation. For the sake of brevity we will only consider the second of these, the functional correctnes obligation, a Z representation of which is given below.
Using the process described in the previous examples we generate the relational definitions of the clauses from our proof obligation. These definitions are given below.
When we come to replace the remaining clauses, we notice that they have not been defined in the increment operation environment. We therefore need to eliminate the use of these clauses in our proof obligation. If we use the available relations to replace their respective clauses, our current proof obligation is as follows.
The first stage in the elimination of the unused clause is the replacement of references to that clause with the special term ⊥. This term simply serves as a place marker to aid the removal of references to the unused term and will never remain in a proof obligation beyond the clause elimination stage. The second stage involves the exhaustive application of the rules in the table below.
Original term Resolved term
The application of these rules to the proof obligation of our example gives the following result.
Incorporating Constructs within a Z Specification
We now describe how the Z syntax can be extended and how this augmented syntax can be syntax checked mechanically following the framework described in the ISO Z standard [14] .
Extending the Syntax
In order to allow our constructs to be parsed within an existing Z framework we extend the L A T E X syntax presented in [14] to allow the specification of machines and relationships. In order to maintain the utmost flexibility we introduce just four directives that allow us to present a machine, relationship, clause and operation environment. Again the grammar for this extended syntax is presented in [12] . Below we present the syntax for our example machine. 
Parsing the Extended Grammar
When parsing a construct we need to ensure that as well as being grammatically correct, the construct obeys its configuration rules. These rules determine how a construct is parsed, as well as how the parsed data is interpreted, so it is necessary to process them dynamically.
Hence when a construct is parsed, we must first relate it to an existing configuration. We immediately know whether a construct is a machine or relationship through the L A T E X directive used; the particular configuration of a machine or relationship can be determined by taking the name declared in the construct's specification (the second argument to the directive) and searching for a match in the available configurations. If no match is found, the construct will be rejected.
Once we have a valid configuration, a Z section is created and associated with the construct. (The name of the Z section created will be the name of the construct with either ' machine ' or ' relationship ' prefixed.
3 ) If a machine's specification includes parent sections they will be declared as the parents of the newly created section; if no parent section is specified then the standard toolkit will be used. A section created for a relationship will have two parent sections, corresponding to the source and target machines. The declaration of these parent sections allows the tokens and variables defined to be referred to within the clauses of a child construct.
The clauses and operation environments of the construct can then be examined. The attributes of the current clause or operation environment are determined by finding a matching section from the construct's configuration. A clause possesses attributes that determine the level of the clause and its content. Should a clause be used at a level contradicting the level specified in the configuration it will not be possible to parse the construct successfully. The content attribute allows us to invoke a Z parser on the clause's contents (informing it whether we expect a predicate or schema text) and determine any syntax errors within. Finally, it is necessary to ensure that any mandatory clauses have been declared in the construct or operation environment in which they are expected. Similarly, all mandatory operation environments must be present.
Syntax Transformation for the Extended Grammar
Once our construct has been parsed successfully it is necessary to transform it into a format suitable for type checking and semantic processing. This process transforms our construct definition into a specification that matches the grammar for the annotated Z syntax described in chapter 10 of [14] .
As described above, every construct is translated into an equivalent Z section and through the transformation process every clause becomes a Z paragraph. We illustrate the process using our running example. The section header is created as described above.
section machine myNumberMachine parents standard toolkit
We then consider each of the clauses within our machine. The first is the state clause which will be transformed into an axiomatic definition paragraph. The name of the schemas produced from context level clauses are derived from the names of the machine and the clause. The content of the clause is transformed using the usual rules for schema texts and predicates (as appropriate).
[ myNumberMachine state : {[a : N]}]
The initialization clause is transformed in the same way as the state clause. However, note that in this instance we will use the 'RELATION' attribute of the machine's configuration to incorporate the state variables and we include a reference to the appropriate schema.
The only difference between a clause defined at the construct level and one at the operation level is the way in which the produced schema's name is derived. Here we incorporate the operation environment name to ensure unicity within the section. The process of producing a Z section from a construct specification is fully automatable and again is described in more detail in [12] . Once the transformation process is complete the construct is entirely in the annotated Z syntax. Therefore, there is no necessity to alter the standard type checking procedure described in chapter 13 of [14] .
Configuring the Relationship
Of course the aim of our work was to be able to produce a framework that would allow the specification and verification of configurable relationships between machines. The dynamic nature of these relationships allows us to use a variety of formal techniques to relate the models represented by our machines.
Refinement is currently one of the most widely used techniques. It involves the incremental addition of procedural detail to an abstract specification, until we reach a model of the system that can be readily converted into programming language instructions. Refinement's key property is that the behaviours of the model produced at each step can be formally related, and can be shown to meet the requirements of the most abstract. However, there are circumstances where refinement can require us to include unnecessary complexity at the abstract level. For example, consider the common refinement of an infinite set to a finite sequence. Clearly, the specified and practical versions of the model will not exhibit identical behaviour. In order to make one a refinement of the other, the abstract model must be extended to incorporate the procedural detail or modelled using skips. Neither of these solutions is particularly satisfactory. The first adds complexity to the abstract model and surely the point of refinement is to add this detail gradually. The second confuses the abstract specification and could be considered misleading [5] .
Retrenchment can be seen as a more liberal version of refinement. A retrenchment step is not just a transition from an abstract model to a more concrete but faithful version of that same model, but a transparent description of the relationship between the two models. Retrenchment allows abstract specifications, which provide only high-level stipulations that result from the system's high-level requirements, to be used by those needing only such a high-level view of the application. Meanwhile more concrete specifications, incorporating incompatible implementation requirements, can be used by developers. Users of both can be safe in the knowledge that they are working with well-understood, retrenchment-related, models that meet the system's needs.
As there are many tools that support refinement, and the mechnical support for retrenchment was one of the motivators for the creation of our tool, we will demonstrate how Frog-CCL can be used to configure the proof obligations for retrenchment. There are a number of forms of retrenchment [4, 6] . Here we will describe the most used one, output retrenchment (nowadays usually refered to as just retrenchment [4] ). In our example we will configure a relationship between abstract and concrete machines possessing the configuration that we introduced in section 3.1. The retrenchment relationship allows us to augment the retrieve relation of the refinement relationship, with within, concedes and output relations. We will use the clauses that define these relations to construct appropriate proof obligations for the retrenchment relationship.
It is in the construction of these proof obligations that the power of the configuration language can be seen. We use the first proof obligation to show that wherever the more concrete machine can be initialized, there is an equivalent initialization of the more abstract machine. This obligation simply describes the relationship between the construct level, initialization clauses of the machines and the retrieve clause of the retrenchment.
The second, applicability proof obligation is more interesting. In the simple system we have described in this paper we have considered our machine's operations to be partial relations (in the same way as Z's operations). We have also named the domain of those operations as preconditions indicating that we do not guarantee behaviour when those preconditions are not met. However, the advantage of our configuration-based framework is that we are not constrained to such an approach. Should a theory require it, Frog-CCL is perfectly capable of handling a guarded approach or even a non-standard, three valued interpretation [20] . As our machines have used preconditions to restrict the domain, we use the proof obligation described in [15] . That is, if there is a valid initial relationship between the machines and the within relation holds, then the operation of both abstract and concrete machines is applicable.
Similarly we obtain our final proof obligation from the same source and use it to show, that for each corresponding pair of operations in the machines involved, and for every pair of pre-transition states that belong to the retrieve and within relations: where a state transition is possible in the more concrete machine, there is a corresponding state transition in the more abstract machine, that will give a pair of post-transition states that belong, either to both the retrieve relation and output relation, or to the concedes relation. ramifications.concedes ) ))) END We define our relationship to be of relationship-type 'retrenchment'; it should be noted, however, that we do not (in our configuration) indicate the types of the machines that will be involved in the retrenchment. This is intentional as it ensures maximum flexibility in the relation of machines. For example, a relationship could correctly be used between machines of machine-type simpleMachine, an as yet undefined configuration complexMachine or a mix of the two. Obviously the validity of relating two machines is theorydependent, the only enforced restriction being the syntactic compatibility of the machines with the relationship, and with each other. For example, a clause used in the proof obligation of a relationship that is derived from a source machine must be present in a machine specified as a source. The semantic compatibility of the machines is left to the specifier of the relationship to ensure 4 .
We now consider an example specification. We will model the set of known stars in the sky. We shall assume that we have previously specified a section theStarsInTheSky that defines a carrier set stars which represents all the stars in the universe (known or not). The first step then is to create a simple abstract machine that maintains a set of known stars and defines an operation that models the discovery of a star.
MACHINE starsInTheSky TYPE simpleMachine SECTION theStarsInTheSky STATE starsInSky : P stars
END starsInTheSky
We then define a concrete machine that must handle the situation in which the space holding our list of stars is full. Note that, retrenchment allows us to have different sets of inputs and outputs in the operations of abstract and concrete machine. (Assume also that we defined the free type MESSAGES in our parent section theStarsInTheSky.)
Finally we consider the specification of the retrenchment relationship between the two machines. Note that, we can abbreviate our machine names (so that starsInTheSky becomes s) and that we can differentiate between identically named variables belonging to different machines using the syntax (for example, s starsInSky refers to the set of known stars in our abstract model The ramifications for the discoverStar operation allow us to see retrenchment in action. The within clause is used to tighten the precondition by stating that not only must the retrieve relation hold prior to a transition, but the new star discovered in each case must be the same. We then use the output clause to handle the operation-specific augmentation of the retrieve clause, here clarifying the correct output when the retrieve clause holds. Finally, we define the concedes relation that allows us to loosen the postcondition. This states that the retrieve clause (and output clause) will not be true when the maximum number of stars that can be stored has been exceeded, but that the set of stars in the concrete model will still be equal to that in the abstract model minus the new star (and also that an error message will be generated).
We can now show how our proof obligations can be extrapolated from the above specification and configuration. Consider first the generic initialization obligation contained in our configuration.
The details of our specifications can be used to substitute the clauses with their corresponding relations, resulting in the following theorem.
The proof obligation can be discharged easily enough, but the point here is to illustrate that it is possible to take a retrenchment specification, alongside a Frog-CCL configuration and use the framework we have described to generate the proof obligation mechanically without any notion of retrenchment hardwired in the underlying system. Similarly, we consider the second, applicability proof obligation, which is the first to examine the relationship between our machine's operations. This proof obligation establishes that whenever we are in a state in which the retrieve and within clauses hold, the precondition of both abstract and concrete machines' operation will be met. The generic obligation from our configuration is shown below.
Once again we use the rules that we have defined in previous sections, along with the specifications of the machines and relationship, to successfully instantiate the proof obligation as follows. Again, the proof obligation is generated easily enough and could be discharged fairly easily. It is when we examine the functional correctness proof obligation that we begin to see the complexity of a proof obligation for even a toy example such as this. With this complexity the benefits of a mechanized, and configurable framework are highlighted.
As before, we begin with the generic proof obligation.
The clauses are then substituted with their relations in accordance with our rules and specifications. 
Conclusion
In this paper we introduced Frog-CCL, a language that we devised for use in expressing the syntax and semantics of a construct. This language offered much flexibility, allowing users to significantly alter the structure of their constructs and specify the proof obligations that would need to be discharged to verify those constructs. We showed how the L A T E X representation of the Z notation could be extended to incorporate these generic constructs and described how a tool could use the configuration of a construct to transform a specification in this extended syntax into a Z section that satisfied the annotated grammar of the ISO standard. We illustrated the flexibility of Frog-CCL by providing sample configurations and specifications for machines and retrenchment relationships.
This fully configurable approach to constructs allows users to experiment with the nature of models and the relationships between them, and we believe it would be a major asset to any tool. Not only does it allow the specifier to use any existing or future formal relationship, it also permits the optimization of the relationship in a particular instance and all without any change to the underlying system.
The framework described in this tool has already been implemented as part of the Frog tool described in [12] and has been used to describe not only some of the many flavours of retrenchment, but also to dynamically create relationships that are able to provide additional rigour in specific examples.
In the future there are many possibilities for extending the power of the configuration language. Some in-teresting examples would be: introducing the ability to specifically deny or allow interaction between specific machine and relationship types, or introducing inheritance between configurations (for example, having a retrenchment 'super-configuration' from which the configurations of other flavours of retrenchment could inherit behaviour).
Other tool developers have taken a different approach to allowing configuration within their tools. An increasingly popular approach is to extend the Eclipse [8, 19] platform. Eclipse relies extensively on plug-ins [9] to augment the core functionality with support for many languages and notations. RODIN and Overture are projects involving the creation of toolkits supporting formal methods in this way (B and VDM respectively). For example, RODIN uses separate plug-ins for type checking, model checking and verification. Hence it is possible to create support for techniques such as retrenchment through the development of custom plug-ins. Of course, this approach still requires effort to implement these custom plug-ins. While these toolkits are a step in the right direction, we feel that Frog's configuration framework offers much the same flexibility, but with a significantly greater ease-of-use.
In summary, it is hard to argue that hard coding the generation of proof obligations can be favoured over a more generic framework such as that demonstrated here. We hope that other tool developers will take note and incorporate a more flexible approach in the implementation of future tools.
